Technical Notes

1. Property Types

Premises are categorised according to the use for which the occupation permit was originally issued, unless known to have been subsequently structurally altered. No specific check is made on current use and no attempt has been made to distinguish those domestic units used for non-domestic purposes and vice versa.

1.1 Private Domestic units are defined as independent dwellings with exclusive cooking facilities, bathroom and toilet. They are classified by reference to floor area as follows:

Class A - saleable area less than 40 m$^2$
Class B - saleable area of 40 m$^2$ to 69.9 m$^2$
Class C - saleable area of 70 m$^2$ to 99.9 m$^2$
Class D - saleable area of 100 m$^2$ to 159.9 m$^2$
Class E - saleable area of 160 m$^2$ or above

Public sector developments, including domestic units built under the Private Sector Participation, Home Ownership, Buy or Rent Option, Mortgage Subsidy, Sandwich Class Housing, Urban Improvement and Flat-for-Sale Schemes, etc. are not included in the statistical figures. Besides, rental estates built by the Hong Kong Housing Authority and the Hong Kong Housing Society, units sold under the Tenants Purchase Scheme, and Government-owned quarters are excluded. Quarters held by the People’s Liberation Army and the Hospital Authority, quarters attached to premises of utility companies, dormitories (including student dormitories in educational institutes), hotels and hostels are also excluded. Since 2002, village houses are no longer included in the stock, completions, take-up and vacancy figures.

1.2 Private Office premises comprise premises situated in buildings designed for commercial/business purposes. Excluded are non-domestic floors in composite buildings. Offices are graded as follows:

Grade A - modern with high quality finishes; flexible layout; large floor plates; spacious, well decorated lobbies and circulation areas; effective central air-conditioning; good lift services zoned for passengers and goods deliveries; professional management; parking facilities normally available.

Grade B - ordinary design with good quality finishes; flexible layout; average-sized floor plates; adequate lobbies; central or free-standing air-conditioning; adequate lift services, good management; parking facilities not essential.

Grade C - plain with basic finishes; less flexible layout; small floor plates; basic lobbies; generally without central air-conditioning; barely adequate or inadequate lift services; minimal to average management; no parking facilities.

It should be noted that location is not a feature of grade. Offices owned by the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and managed by the Government Property Agency are excluded.
1.3 Private Commercial premises include retail premises and other premises designed or adapted for commercial use, with the exception of purpose-built offices. Car parking space is excluded. Commercial premises owned by the Hong Kong Housing Authority and Hong Kong Housing Society are excluded. Following the divestment of selected commercial Hong Kong Housing Authority premises to Link Real Estate Investment Trust (Link REIT) at the end of 2005, these divested properties are classified as private sector properties and are included in the statistics from 2006 onwards. Readers should take special note of this change when comparing review year figures with those of 2005 and before.

1.4 Private Flatted Factories comprise premises designed for general manufacturing processes and uses (including offices) directly related to such processes. Private Specialised Factories, as described below, are excluded. Similar premises built by the Hong Kong Housing Authority are not included.

1.5 Private Industrial/Office premises comprise premises designed or certified for industrial/office use.

1.6 Private Specialised Factories comprise all other factory premises, primarily purpose-built for specialised manufacturing processes, usually for occupation by a single operator.

1.7 Private Storage premises comprise premises designed or adapted for use as godowns or cold stores and include ancillary offices. Premises located within container terminals are included.

2. Floor Areas

A domestic unit is measured on the basis of “saleable area” which is defined as the floor area exclusively allocated to the unit including balconies, verandahs, utility platforms and other similar features but excluding common areas such as stairs, lift shafts, pipe ducts, lobbies and communal toilets. It is measured to the exterior face of the external walls and walls onto common parts or the centre of party walls. Bay windows, flat roofs, top roofs, stairhoods, cocklofts, gardens, terraces, yards, air-conditioning plant rooms, air-conditioning platforms, planters/flower boxes and car parking spaces are excluded.

Non-domestic accommodation is measured on the basis of “internal floor area” which is defined as the area of all enclosed space of the unit measured to the internal face of enclosing external and/or party walls.

3. Stock

Both private domestic and non-domestic stock figures are based on rating records at a given date.

Public sector figures as mentioned in paragraph 1 above for each property type are excluded. The Private Commercial stock figure also includes commercial premises built under the Private Sector Participation Scheme.
4. **Completions**

Completions of private sector premises comprise those premises deemed completed by virtue of the issue of an occupation permit.

Public sector completion figures, as mentioned in paragraph 1 above for each property type, are not included.

5. **Forecast**

Forecast figures of completions are presented as the number of units for domestic premises and the total internal floor area for non-domestic premises expected to come on stream in the current year.

To arrive at the figures, data are compiled in respect of all known developments and redevelopment sites in the territory in accordance with information derived from Buildings Department returns, architects’ and developers’ plans and returns, professional estimates and/or site visits.

Public sector developments as mentioned in paragraph 1 above are not included.

6. **Vacancies**

Vacancy indicates the number of units (or floor area in the case of non-domestic premises) not physically occupied at the time of the survey conducted at the end of the year. Premises under decoration are also classified as vacant. In addition, some vacancies could be due to units not yet issued with the Certificate of Compliance or Consent to Assign after obtaining the Occupation Permit. It should be noted that *vacancy bears no relationship with whether the property is held by the developer*. Premises which have already been sold may remain vacant, pending occupation by the owner or tenant. Vacancy figures cover the entire stock and are not confined to new developments.

Vacancies in respect of all premises, with the exception of rated domestic premises completed prior to 2016, are determined by a full survey of such premises at the end of the year. The vacancy data are obtained from management offices, owners, occupiers or by inspection.

For rated domestic premises completed prior to 2016, a projection of vacancies is made from the result of a 3% random sample survey of such units.

7. **Take-up**

Take-up figures in respect of domestic premises represent the net increase in the number of units *occupied* in the year under review and for non-domestic premises, the net increase in *occupied* floor space in the year.

The figures are computed by adding the completions in that year to the vacancy figures at the beginning of the year, and then subtracting the year’s demolition and the year-end vacancy figures. A negative figure indicates a net decrease in occupied unit/floor space.
Much like vacancy, take-up should not be confused with the sales of new developments. Take-up bears no relationship with the number of units or amount of space sold by developers (i.e. primary market transactions).

8. **Average Rents and Prices**

Average rents are based on an analysis of rental information recorded by the Department for fresh lettings effective in the month being analysed. For non-domestic premises, rents negotiated on renewal are also included. The effective date is the commencement date of a tenancy agreement. However, rents are normally agreed earlier (1/2-1 month earlier for fresh lettings, and 1-3 months for lease renewals). Rental statistics of retail premises from mid-2006 onwards include properties owned by Link REIT (for details, please refer to paragraph 1.3 above).

Information is obtained from a variety of sources including notifications of fresh lettings made under the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance, requisitions issued under the provisions of the Rating Ordinance and the Government Rent (Assessment and Collection) Ordinance, letters from landlords and tenants and site visits made by staff of the Department.

Rents are analysed on a net basis, i.e. exclusive of rates, management and other charges.

Average prices are based on an analysis of transactions scrutinised by the Department for stamp duty purposes. The following types of transactions are excluded: those considered to be unacceptable for stamp duty purposes, those involving a mix of property types, premises which have not yet been assessed to rates, domestic premises sold subject to existing tenancies, and primary sales of domestic premises. Date of sale is the date on which an Agreement for Sale and Purchase is signed, or the date on which an Assignment is signed if there is no Agreement for Sale and Purchase. It should be borne in mind that provisional agreement is generally reached 2-3 weeks earlier than an Agreement for Sale and Purchase.

Average rents and prices are analysed for general reference only. They are not intended for applying to a particular property. Their levels at a certain period depend to a large extent on the special characteristics, including quality and location, of the premises which are leased or sold during the period. Thus, changes between different periods may be due to variations in the characteristics of different properties being analysed, and should not be taken as necessarily indicating a general change in value over the period. Rental and price indices are a better reflection of change in value. Further, figures in brackets are derived from limited number of transactions, and should be used with caution.

The rental and price figures for the recent few months are provisional, pending the availability of further data for analysis.

Unlike the coverage of stock and completion figures, rental and price statistics include village houses, and also open market lettings and sales of Government-subsidised housing units upon expiry of the restriction period and payment of the premium to the relevant bodies.
9. Rental and Price Indices

As explained above, average rents and prices may change from one period to another not only because of value changes but also because of variations in quality. The rental and price indices, on the other hand, are designed to measure rental and price changes with quality kept at a constant. Movement of indices may therefore differ from changes in the average rents and prices for the same period.

The rental and price indices are derived from the same data that are used to compile average rents and prices. The indices measure value changes by reference to the “factor” of rent or price divided by rateable value of the subject properties rather than by reference to the rent or price per square metre of floor area. Rateable value of a property is an estimate of the annual open market rent at a designated date on the assumption that the property was then vacant and to let. In effect, by utilising rateable value, allowance is made not only for floor area but also other qualitative differences between properties.

Following a General Revaluation of rateable values, the new rateable values are matched with the old ones for the purpose of maintaining the index series.

The component index (the index for a property class or grade) has been derived from analysis of all transactions effective in a given period. The composite index for a certain type of premises is compiled by calculating a weighted average of the component indices. The weights for compiling the composite index for each type of non-domestic premises are based on the total floor area of components in respect of the current and previous 11 months. For domestic premises the weights for both rental and price indices are based on the number of transactions effected in the current and previous 11 months.

Monthly, quarterly and annual indices are shown. Quarterly and annual indices are the simple average of the monthly indices in respect of the relevant period.

The indices, especially the rental indices, will tend to understate the magnitude of market changes. Although all rents are analysed on a net basis (see paragraph 8 above), allowances will not be made for the “value equivalent” of other contractual terms that are unknown to the Department. In a “tenants market”, for example, landlords are normally prepared to make concessions to tenants, such as refurbishment or the granting of extended rent-free periods. If rents were adjusted to reflect standard terms of agreement, the rents as adjusted would tend to be lower than the quoted rents when the index is moving downwards and vice versa.

10. Price Indices for Selected Popular Residential Developments

The indices are based on an analysis of prices paid for units in selected developments as recorded in sale and purchase agreements. Developments selected for analysis from 2018 onwards are slightly different from those of previous years, and include:

**Hong Kong** - Baguio Villa, Beverly Hill, Braemar Hill Mansions, Chi Fu Fa Yuen, Convention Plaza Apartments, Dynasty Court, Grand Promenade, Heng Fa Chuen, Hong Kong Parkview, Illumination Terrace, Island Place, Island Resort, Kornhill, Les Saisons, Pacific View, Queen’s Terrace, Residence Bel-Air & Bel-Air On The Peak Island South, Robinson Place, Sham Wan Towers, South Horizons, Taikoo Shing, The


The component index for each property group in the sample developments is calculated by reference to the factor of price divided by rateable value of the subject properties. The composite index for a property group is compiled by calculating a weighted average of the component indices. For the year 2019, the weights are based on the number of transactions effected in 2018.

11. **Property Market Yields**

The yields have been derived by comparing the average “rent/rateable value” and “price/rateable value” factors. The properties included in the rental analysis may be different from those in the price analysis. The figures should therefore only be regarded as providing a broad indication of market yields and trends.

12. **Sales Transactions**

Statistics on domestic sales are sourced from the Land Registry, derived from sale and purchase agreements of domestic units received for registration in the Land Registry for the relevant periods. Statistics on non-domestic sales are based on analysis made of sales transaction records obtained by this Department from the Land Registry and the Inland Revenue Department for stamp duty purposes. As distinguished from the Land Registry statistics on domestic sales, non-domestic figures for each relevant period refer to the date on which an Agreement for Sale and Purchase is signed (or the date on which an Assignment is signed if there is no Agreement for Sale and Purchase), and not the date on which the document is submitted for registration.

13. **Rounding of Figures**

Due to rounding, there may be a slight discrepancy between the sum of individual items and the total shown in the Tables.